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EDITORIAL 

I s the dream of a united liberation movement, in the form of a 
Patriotic Front, finally coming true? There are devious attempts by 
the ruling class to out-manouevre the current major player amongst 
the oppressed, the ANC, and reduce it to a limp negotiating partner 

with enough strength to legitimate a new constitutional order which en
trenches the essence of white (capitalist) power. Only a united liberation 
movement, from the smaller players on the far left to the larger players 
at the left of centre, can effectively counter De Klerk's moves. 

A Patriotic Front based on a constituent assembly consensus should 
have enough flexibility and political foresight to draw in a range of or
ganisations (including bantustan governments) which may still be luke
warm towards the constituent assembly demand. It would then have the 
potential to dramatically heighten the pressure on the De Klerk regime 
to give in to the basic democratic principle of an elected body, which has 
the mandate of the majority, being empowered to draw up a new 
constitution. 

A Patriotic Front, if it is to succeed, has to start from the premise that 
the deep differences between the various organisations will not just 
disappear. But if attention is focussed on what unites organisations, 
rather than on what divides them, then there is every reason to feel 
confident that such a front will work. But that presupposes a willingness 
to compromise on all sides. 

The civic movement which is rapidly gaining momentum throughout 
the country seems to have embraced this principle. Despite hiccups along 
the way - the most serious being the debacle over the Wits Metropolitan 
Chamber - civics seem determined to be truly democratic grassroots 
organisations which embrace all political tendencies. This is seen as an 
essential precondition to creating a vibrant civil society, where social 
movements, through their relative autonomony, are able to contribute in 
a challenging way to the creation of a new democratic order at all levels. 

These sentiments underlay the contributions in this edition which 
challenge dogmatic commitments to abstract theory, and which point to 
the pitfalls of an easy embracing of 'insurrectionist' positions without 
seriously weighing the costs of following such a path under present 
conditions. Using the terrain of negotiations in combination with various 
forms of non-violent mass action (including defence against orches
trated violence) can bring about a radical transformation of society 
without sacrificing the principles of political tolerance and openness 
which are slowly gaining ground. 

• SARSIWIP staff and advisory board extend a warm welcome to Glenda 
Daniels, who joins WIP as a writer from the beginning of May. Glenda, a 
political studies honours graduate, worked for the Weekly Mail before joining 
WIP, Her special interests, which she developed as a student and community 
activist, include labour and gender issues. 


